TYPES, PRICES and more info about OUR COURSES:

Valid from February 1st 2018

Our courses:
Our single (one to one) courses can be of 1 or 2 days. The pilot will be directly
followed by the instructor without having to wait driving turns, the program will be
established based on the student's needs depending on his capacities and his
needs.
School operate from September 10th to April 30th for any other dates please
contact us
Standard Course

Timetable Morning

Timetable Afternoon

Price

1 Day (4 Hours)

9,00 -11,00

14,00 -16,00

€ 1.300 + iva 22%

2 Days (8 Hours)

9,00 -11,00

14,00 -16,00

€ 2,600 + iva 22%

Timetable can change depending for the weather condition.

Codriver Courses:
They are normally combined with the pilot courses or in some other dates
choose with the school agreement, for more information please contact us.

Other information:
The course's prices are excluding hotel costs, although you can book in the
following hotels making a reference to the school:

http://www.hotelalpiasiago.it/
http://www.albergomilano.com/
http://www.hoteleuroparesidence.it/
http://www.hotelparadisoasiago.it/
http://www.allavecchiastazione.it/
https://www.tripadvisor.it/Hotels-g194677-Asiago_Province_of_Vicenza_VenetoHotels.html
Nearest airport are: Venezia Marco Polo, Treviso, Verona (about 120km.) is
recommended to hire a car and reach Asiago.
The public transport is not so good served for Asiago.

Logistical:
School office position:
Parking for car
Hotel Europa
Albergo ristorante
Vecchia stazione
Hotel Milano
Hotel Alpi
Hotel Paradiso
Ristorante da Stefano
Ristorante tre fonti
Trattoria Rendola

45° 52.509'N
45° 52.482'N
45° 52.426'N

11°30.590'E
11°30.725'E
11°30.591'E

45°52.039'N
45° 52.635'N
45° 52.505'N
45° 52.485'N
45° 52.312'N
45° 53.307'N
45° 52.770'N

11°28.630'E
11°30.557'E
11°30.552'E
11°30.642'E
11°30.623'E
11°30.333'E
11°31.195'E

Our courses include:
Car usages for the course.
Fuel, tires, instructor, road usage and insurances.
Damages, accidents/incidents to the car or mechanic, road exit, and abuse are
not included in the price.
The student will be required to sign a burden of responsibility at our facilities.

Recommended clothing :
Car suitable shoes or specific.
Driving gloves.
Jacket and warm clothing (all seasons)
No competition cloths or helmet is required.

Requirements:
Valid driving license.
Minimum experience on the field.
Responsibility declaration signed (to be filled and signed before the begin of the
course)

Bookings:
For bookings to our courses is mandatory to fill completely including bill adress
and fiscal data: http://www.canevarally.com/prenota-online/
Deposit of € 500,00 via bank transfer, bank check, NT, online transfer or via
Paypal (address: vittorio@canevarally.com
When received a confirmation note will be sent, including all other information to
arrive to our school.

THE CHAMPIONS’ SCHOOL
What is the Vittorio Caneva RALLY SCHOOL:
In the splendid scenary of Asiago plateau, in Vicenza province, the courses of Vittorio
Caneva Rally School are perform, the didactic structure created by the ex rally driver
Vittorio Caneva.
The lessons last one, two or three days, according to the course typology and are turned
to all those who already have competitive experience or they intend to begin in the better
ways the activity in the motor racing (rally, slopes, historical, gathers).
The practical lessons, with technological avant-garde cars, last several hours a day, they
are perform on real special stages runs and the student has way to verifying, discuss and
compare with the instructor his performances thanks also to the on-board video and
telemetry help.
Vittorio Caneva has behind his shoulders a long experience of competitive practice
teaching, having been (in 1989) the forerunner of the rally school.
His experience in the runs is a success experience, first as official driver of Citroen Italia,
Ford Italia and the Lancia Totip in the WRC and, then, as keen instructor, has made that
his courses became a reference point also at international level above all for young people
which from all the world converges in Asiago to learn the rally driving.
Vittorio Caneva, in the last ten years, had also belonged to the Subaru, SEAT, Ford,
Hyundai, Mitsubishi, Stobart team following as a consultant, of the former Italian drivers
engaged in the World Rally Championship like Piero Liatti and Gigi Galli.
This has allowed him to be in close contact with the big of the World Rally Championship,
learn the secrets of their driving and follow run after run the frenetic development of the
most sophisticated rally cars.
In substance, Vittorio Caneva, disposes today of a constant updating of the driving
techniques and of most avant-garde technologies. An enviable baggage of knowledge that

he then pour off with enthusiasm on the students of the school who takes his name.

How VITTORIO CANEVA RALLY SCHOOL has born:
In Italy, in 1989, there was no structure that provided a valid support to those who wanted
to approach to the motor competitions on road.
The debutant was left alone, forced to learn everything on the field and dearly paying for
mistakes and inexperience.
Realizing this gap, Vittorio Caneva decided to place at disposal its experience and that
one of a few colleagues planning the Vittorio Caneva Rally School, that in time, became
in Asiago a true and real reference point for the expert rallies pilots or for the beginners.
To Vittorio Caneva side have succeeded, in the role of instructors, pilots of big national
and international intelligence which has helped and transmitted their experience at the
school.
Therefore for the students of the courses the rally driving has not had secrets any more.
Projected in the role of innovator, Vittorio Caneva took to Asiago a new method to
conceive the Rally school based on the driving monitoring with very sophisticated
technologies inventing so the trainer’s figure which in the rallies up to now had never met.
Many drivers, from all the world have entrusted in these years the study and the
Improvement of their drive to Vittorio Caneva making also various stages in the structure
ofAsiago, the numerous championships won in the last few years testify the school’s
engagement to always get the maximum turned out.
Here are some rally drivers who have made use of Vittorio Caneva Rally School to
form or improve their leadership:
Andreas Mikkelsen, Kris Meeke, P.G Andersson, JuhoHanninen, Mads Ostberg, Guy
Wilks, Luca Rossetti, Elfyn Evans, Umberto Scandola, Aaron Burkart, UrmoAava,
Esapekka Lappi, Daniel Solà, Xavi Pons, PontusTidemand, Wojtek Chuchala, Lucas
Habaj, Marc Blazquez, Alessandro Perico, Luca Betti, Anton Alen, Patrik Sandell, Simone
Campedelli, Michail Solowow, Jaan Molder, Luca Cantamessa, Michal Kosciuszko,
Bernardo Sousa,Alessandro Bettega, Krum Donchev, Daniel Carlsson, Bernd Casier,
Andrea Crugnola, Maciej Oleksowic, Karl Kruuda, Yagiz Avci, Kajetan Kajetanowicz, Murat
Bostanci, Molly Taylor, Ekaterina Stratieva, Inessa Thuskanova, Orhan Avcioglu, Aleks
Saliuk, Jan Cerny, Edoardo Bresolin, Martin Kangur, Dimitry Tagirov, Vali Porcisteanu,
Max Vatanen, Hermann Neubauer, Gino Bux, Fabio Andolfi, Giacomo Cunial , Egon Kaur,
Antonin Tlustak, Zoltan Bessenyey, Hermen Kobus, Edwin Keleti, Michael Bohm, Nicolas
Fuchs, Robert Consani, Simone Tempestini, RudyMichelini, Kevin Abbring, Teemu
Suninen, Sandern Parn, Quentin Gilbert....................

